Abstract-Metal oxide based resistance random access memory (RRAM) has been extensively studied as one of the most promising candidate for next generation nonvolatile memory; however the current conduction mechanism is not yet clearly understood. To tackle this problem, low frequency noise behavior in metal oxide based RRAM device has been investigated in this work. Together with DC current voltage characteristics, it confirms that for the low resistance state, current conduction is localized without an area dependence, whereas, for the high resistance state, it is a uniform leakage current throughout the whole device area. This is consistent with the filament type resistive switching phenomenon in such devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxide materials have been extensively studied in the recent years for future generation nonvolatile memory application owing to promising performance and CMOS compatibility [1] , [2] . Switching mechanism in this type of Resistive Random Access Memory devices is proposed to be related to a local oxygen vacancy filament formation and rupture by redox reaction [3] , [4] , which has been discussed in details in the previous chapter. However, the current conduction mechanisms of different resistance states are still under debate despite of its importance to understand the RRAM switching properties and power consumption [5] .
The low frequency noise (LFN) measurement is a powerful tool to characterize the current conduction mechanism and fluctuation sources in any electronic devices [6] . Since the LFN increases reciprocally with device area, it has received wide attentions especially in aggressively scaled devices [6, 7] . For RRAM devices to be used as ultra-high density nonvolatile memory, LFN characteristics are expected to provide useful information about conduction and fluctuation mechanisms as well as defect characteristics [8] - [11] . In this chapter, current conduction mechanism is investigated with DC and LFN analysis on HfO x based RRAM devices of various dimensions. . Post metal dielectrics were used to cover the wafer preventing devices from further possible damages after fabrication.
II. DEVICE UNDER TEST
In this work, a group of measurements have been taken out on four types of square devices with side length of 10um, 20um, 50um and 100um (for clarity, denoted as L10, L20, L50 and L100 respectively). To reduce the possibility of measurement errors, for each area, at least 3 devices are used, and for each device, three states of fresh, HRS and LRS are measured with five different biases.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Device used for conduction study exhibits polarity dependent bipolar resistive switching behavior and a typical transition curve is show in Fig. 1 . The resistance of the device can be changed between high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS) by electrical voltage bias or current bias. To compare DC current levels in the devices with different areas, small bias voltage sweep is applied in the states of fresh, HRS and LRS respectively. Voltage below transition threshold is used to avoid resistive switching during measurement. To get a clearer picture of the resistance levels at different states with device area scaling, Fig. 2 it shows a linear scaling resistance with device area in fresh and HRS states with log-log scale, while resistance keeps nearly constant at all device area points, which is believed to be related to compliance current level during set operations. Noise measurement are carried out on three states of device, fresh, HRS and LRS, and normalized power spectral density (PSD) with current is plotted in Fig. 3 under different bias conditions. It is seen that for all three states, PSD slopes are close to 1, which confirms the 1/f noise nature for the oxide-based RRAM devices. It can also be seen from the figure that the noise PSD is independent of bias conditions, which means it is an intrinsic characteristic of the current conduction. Fig. 4 is the PSD spectrum of HRS state from L10 to L100. It is seen that the noise PSD scales reciprocally with the area (similar to the observation in CMOS devices). To compare L10 with L100, a PSD level difference of around two orders of magnitude is observed. However, after normalizing with the device area, the four PSD curves fall into a similar level, as illustrated in Unlike fresh or HRS, LRS current conduction is localized with conduction filament; as so, LFN spectrum is expected to be independent of device areas. LFN study on different area devices are compared in Fig. 5 . It is can be seen that LFN PSD is similar for all four devices with various areas, which is consistent with the localized current conduction model in LRS. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Current conduction mechanism in oxide-based RRAM device has been investigated with DC measurement and LFN analysis in this work. 1/f noise behavior is observed in metal oxide based RRAM devices. Normalized noise spectrum shows no dependence on the biasing voltage, which indicates an intrinsic noise property of the current conduction. Together with DC current voltage characteristics, it is confirmed that for LRS, current conduction is localized without area dependence, whereas, for HRS, uniform leakage current scales with device area.
